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2018 Communication Strategies 1 (CS1) 

Final Test – 27 July 2018 

Test Booklet 

Instructions to Students 

1. TURN OFF your cell phone. 

2. Place your student ID, pencils, and eraser on the desk. Put everything else on the floor. 

3. Before the test begins, you will receive this test booklet and an answer sheet. The test booklet contains 7 

pages including this cover page. 

4. Do NOT open the test booklet before you are told to do so by the examiner. 

5. At the top of the answer sheet, write the information required about yourself and your Communication 

Strategies class. 

• Day (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday) and Class Period (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) 

• Teacher’s Name 

• Student ID and Name 

6. Write all your answers on the answer sheet. 

7. Dictionaries are not allowed. 

8. The following behavior during the test is considered cheating and is subject to severe punishment. 

• the use of a camera or a cell phone 

• looking at notes 

• looking at another student’s answer sheet 

9. You will have 60 minutes to complete the test. 

10. When the test is completed, turn in the answer sheet to the examiner, and take the test booklet away with 

you. 

11. Wait quietly for the examiner to collect all of the answer sheets. 
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Section I: Understanding Structures [(G2) 10 x 0.5 = 5 points] 
Directions: Answer questions 1-10. Questions 6-10 are about English grammar.  
 
1. In the conversation below, you are walking on the street and want to ask a stranger a question (Q). Write 

a good question that completes the following conversation. You must ask the stranger politely. 
 

You:  Excuse me. I’m looking for a bookstore. _________________ 
Stranger: Yes, of course. Go across the street and enter that building. You’ll find a good bookstore down 

in the basement. 
 
2.  You need to introduce yourself to a group of students you have not met before. Write a good attention 

getting and your name and affiliation. 
 
3. The conversation below is between you and Taro, who take the same CS1 class together. Add a good 

follow-up (FU) to your short answer (SA). 
 
 Taro: Hi! Today’s quiz was very difficult. Did you answer all the questions? 
 You: <SA> No. <FU> _____ 
 
4.  In the conversation below, you are talking to Mary, a friend of yours, about global warming. Write a 

good question (Q) to seek an opinion about it. 
 

You:  Hi, Mary! Did you read an article about global warming in today’s paper? <Q> _____ 
Mary:  In my opinion, global warming is a very serious problem. There are two reasons for my 

opinion. First, global warming raises the average temperature, which threatens many species all 
over the world. Second, global warming produces extreme weather such as storms and floods. 
For these two reasons, I think global warming is a very serious problem. 

 
5. In the conversation below, Tom, a friend of yours, is expressing her opinion about global warming and 
you don’t want to agree or disagree. Write a good response (Rsp) in which you express neutrality. 
 

Tom:  In my opinion, there is no such thing as global warming in today’s world. In fact, many 
scientists and politicians, including President Trump, say that this is a fake story.  

You:  <Rsp> _____  
 
6.  Write a wh-question to ask the underlined part of the sentence below. 

Sihn-ichiro Tomonaga collaborated with Werner Heisenberg in 1937. 
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7.  Use which scientist and write a wh-question to ask the underlined part of the sentence below. 
Shin-ichiro Tomonaga returned to Japan due to the outbreak of the Second World War. 

 
8.  Turn the sentence below into a tag question. 

Shin-ichiro Tomonaga entered the university in 1926. 
 
9.  Use a relative pronoun and combine the two sentences below into a single sentence.  
  The scientist was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for the study of QED in 1965.  

Robert Oppenheimer invited him to the Institute for Advanced Study. 
 
10.  Turn the active sentence below into a passive sentence. 

Hideki Yukawa’s theory profoundly influenced research into elementary particles. 
 

Section II: Applying Strategies [(G3) 5 points] 
Directions: Write a short conversation (role play) that meets the following conditions 1-7. 
 

1. The conversation is between you and one of your classmates in your CS class. 
2. The conversation is about the mid-term speaking test you took a few weeks ago. 
3. The conversation takes place at the beginning of one of your CS classes. 
4. You ask a question. Your part must consist of three subparts: question (Q), orientation (O), and 

attention getting (AG). 
5. You must order the three subparts correctly. 
6. Your classmate answers the question. The classmate’s part must consist of two subparts: follow-up 

(FU) and short answer (SA).  
7. You must order the two subparts correctly. 
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Section III: Expressing Opinions [(G4) 5 points] 
Directions: Choose one of the courses you are taking in this semester (for example, Mathematics A, 
Mathematics B, Physics, Chemistry, Communication Strategies, Academic Lecture Comprehension, Chinese, 
French, German, Russian, Spanish, and so on) and write your opinion about it. You must provide two good 
reasons that support your opinion. Your opinion must have the following structure. Look at the example 
carefully below before you write your opinion. You must write at least five sentences. 
 
the structure of your opinion 

1) Indent the first line. 
2) Start your opinion with In my opinion. 
3) Write the transition sentence There are two reasons for my opinion. 
4) Start your first reason with First. 
5) Start your second reason with Second. 
6) Write the concluding sentence For these two reasons, I think. 
7) You opinion must be one paragraph long. 

 
Here is an example that has the required structure. 
 
 In my opinion, global warming is a very serious problem. There are two reasons for my opinion. First, 
global warming raises the average temperature, which threatens many species all over the world. Second, 
global warming produces extreme weather such as storms and floods. For these two reasons, I think global 
warming is a very serious problem. 
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Section IV: Vocabulary [(G5) 20 x 0.5 = 10 points] 
Directions: For questions 1-20, choose ONE word from a-d on the right that fits into ALL three blanks on the 
left. 
 
1.  the ____ reason for      A. cultural 
 the ____ cities of the area    B. evident 
 my ____ source of income    C. principal 
          D. physical 
 
2.  a great ___ of ocean     A. stretch 
 by any ___ of the imagination   B. span 
 work for eight hours at a ___    C. scale 
          D. step 
 
3.  are easy ___s for pickpockets    A. conduct   
 send aid to flood ___s     B. storm    
 fall ___ to violence      C. defeat    
          D. victim    
 
4.  both at home and ____     A. alive   
 go ____ on business     B. abroad   
 live ____        C. aboard    
          D. afraid  
 
5. a deeply ____ man      A. supposed 
 celebrate festivals with ____ music  B. courageous    
 was guided by his ____ beliefs   C. religious  
          D. generous   
 
6. the basic ____s of physics    A. act 
 the same ____ applies to     B. principle 
 reject it as a matter of ____     C. teaching 
          D. regret 
 
7.  the ____ way to clean your teeth   A. effective   
 settle down and get a(n) ____ job   B. informal   
 it is right and ____ that     C. formal    
          D. proper  
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8.  absolutely ____       A. reasonable 
 ____ about something     B. positive 
 test ____ for       C. medical 
          D. clear 
 
9.  at the departure ____     A. gate   
 go through the ____     B. door   
 pour out of the school ____    C. entrance  
          D. organization   
 
10. a ____ of all the people     A. section 
 during the third ____ of the last century  B. set 
 was confined to ____s for breaking rules C. group 
          D. quarter 
 
11. enjoy an excellent ____ of facilities  A. base  
 people from a diverse ____ of backgrounds B. range   
 ____ in age from 50 to 90    C. honor   
          D. norm   
 
12.  a barely audible ____     A. release 
 say in a stage ____      B. benefit 
 ____ something in his ear    C. cry 
          D. whisper 
 
13.  get a huge ___ bill      A. phone    
 switch the light off to save ___   B. copy    
 find cleaner ways of generating ___  C. electricity    
          D. water   
 
14.  provide a safety ___     A. net 
 cast a large ___       B. guard 
 slip through the ___ of the care agencies C. button 
          D. command 
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15.  it is absolutely ___ to ensure    A. comfortable 
 the ___ ingredient of our diet    B. essential  
 the ___ element of his success   C. whole 
          D. partial 
 
16.  grow well in the rich ___    A. coat    
 the problem of ___ erosion    B. earth   
 working clothes ___ed with oil and dirt  C. cover   
          D. soil     
 
17.  was doomed to ___      A. failure    
 cause a power ___      B. drug    
 die of heart ___      C. cancer    
          D. attack    
 
18.  the ___ impact of pollution    A. characteristic 
 the ___ movement      B. regular 
 raise awareness of ___ issues    C. lucky 
          D. environmental  
 
19.  is broadly ___d into two groups   A. reduce 
 is ___d equally among the members  B. provide 
 is deeply ___d on this issue    C. divide 
          D. announce 
 
20.  have a ___ marrow transplant    A. bone 
 The shock shook every ___in his body.  B. labor 
 is all skin and ___      C. part 
          D. hair 
 

[End of Test] 


